Density functional theory electronic structures, maximally localized Wannier funcitons and linear response theory are used to compute the electron and hole mobility, µ, of both inorganic, Cs-containing, and hybrid, CH 3 NH 3 -containing, lead bromide perovskites. When only phonon scattering is considered we find hole mobilities at room temperature in the 40-180 cm 2 V −1 s −1 range, in good agreement with experimental data for highly-ordered crystals. The electron mobility is about an order of magnitude larger, because low-energy phonons are ineffective over the Pb 6p shell. Most importantly, our parameter-free approach, finds a T −3/2 power-law temperature dependence of µ, which is a strong indication of polaronic transport in these compounds. Our work then offers an independent theoretical validation of the many hypotheses about the polaronic nature of the charge carriers in lead halide perovskites.
the visible range, 2) an unprecedented light absorption efficiency, and 3) a long photocarrier recombination time. The first two properties are a consequence of an electronic structure, which is comparable with that of the best performing semiconductors, such as Si or GaAs, with the advantage of a quasi-direct bandgap. [3] [4] [5] In fact, the presence of an heavy element such as Pb, whose strong spin-orbit coupling reduces the bangap, in addition to a large cation providing an ideal scaffold for optimal bond lengths in the inorganic framework, 6 set the bandgap just to the right value. As long as the third effect is concerned, a long recombination time is an essential quality for a solar energy harvesting material, since it allows the photoexcited electrons (e) and holes (h) to migrate to their respective electrodes before recombining. While generally this property is associated to very high mobilities, µ, as in the case of Si (µ >1000 cm 2 V −1 s −1 ) and GaAs (µ >8000 cm 2 V −1 s −1 ), the same does not hold true for hybrid perovskite, where the mobilities assume much more modest values in the range 1-10 cm 2 V −1 s −1 and 10-100 cm 2 V −1 s −1 for poly-and mono-crystalline films, respectively. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Such mobility range agrees well with estimates based on solving the Boltzmann equation in the constant relaxation time approximation.
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The coexistence of long recombination times with modest mobilities is indeed peculiar of this materials class and it is still subject of intense investigation. As it was recently argued, 6 the low mobilities, µ = (τ e/m * ), and the small effective masses, m * , characterizing hybrid perovskites can be explained with a short scattering lifetime, τ (e is the electron charge). However, the recombination lifetime is found to be exceptionally high. 7, 8 In addition, the inverse power dependence of the mobility on temperature is a strong indication for negligible impurity scattering. 16 These evidences suggest that the mechanism governing the recombination is unlikely to be impurity-driven, an argument also supported by the absence of abundant deep trap defects in these materials. 6 In light of the mechanical softness of hybrid perovskites, it was recently proposed that the main source of scattering could be the interaction with phonons. 6, 16 The strong dynamic disorder at room temperature can promote the formation of polarons, namely of quasiparticles where a phonon cloud screens the conducting charges. Since polarons transport typically yields low mobilities, their presence could reconcile the modest experimental mobilities with the long recombination lifetimes.
These latter ones originate from the polaron screening of the charge carriers. A requirement for polaron formation is a strong charge-phonon coupling, and its experimental signature is a T −3/2 temperature dependence of the mobility. This temperature dependence has been shown to occur in hybrid perovskite, 9, 17, 18 indicating that electron-phonon, rather than impurity scattering, may be the interaction setting the upper limit for the charge transport.
Motivated by the need of developing theoretical models to investigate the microscopic nature of charge transport in organics perovskites and so to resolve some of the issues discussed, 16 in this Letter we show a first-principle calculation of the polaron mobility of We now briefly recall how the charge mobility is evaluated. The starting point is the following Hamiltonian describing the relevant electronic bands and their interaction with the phonons
Here, a m (a † m ) and b λ (b † λ ) represent respectively the annihilation (creation) operators for an electron located at the site m and for the λ-th phonon mode of frequency ω λ ( is the Heisenberg constant). The three terms in the Hamiltonian describe respectively the electronic system, the phonon energy, and the electron-phonon interaction. The dimensionless quantity A polaronic Hamiltonian can be obtained by applying a canonical transformation to the many-body Hamiltonian, H, and by thermal averaging over the resulting operators. This effectively describes the temperature-dependent bandwidth narrowing due to the polaron dressing of the effective mass. [21] [22] [23] By using the linear-response Kubo formula the charge mobility tensor can then be expressed as
where R αm is the α−th coordinate of the m-th site,
2 is the effective electron-phonon coupling constant, N λ = (e ω λ /k B T − 1) −1 is the phonon occupation number for the λ-th mode (k B is the Boltzmann constant), Φ λ (t) = (1 + N λ )e −iω λ t + N λ e iω λ t is the incoherent scattering factor and finally
]. The phenomenological polaron lifetime Γ accounts for static disorder and is set to Γ = 0.1 meV, a value that is suitable for ultra-pure crystals. 21 The exponential factor in Eq. (2) describes contributions from both coherent and incoherent scattering processes, and therefore it does not make any a priori assumption about the hopping or the band-like nature of the charge transport.
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In this work we analyze lead bromide perovskites, APbBr 3 , which have a cubic unit cell at room temperature. We compare the entirely inorganic compound, A=Cs, with the hybrid inorganic one, where A=CH 3 NH 3 is the methylammonium cation (MA). While the first has a centrosymmetric unit cell with an optimal lattice parameter of 5.80Å, the latter looses the cell symmetry due to the presence of a polar molecule. In particular the methylammonium cation points towards one of the unit cell faces 24 and induces a slight distortion, such that the relaxed lattice parameters are 6.00Å, 6.00Å and 6.16Å. In Figure 1 we show the electronic bandstructure of the inorganic CsPbBr 3 compound (for a more detailed analysis of the electronic properties see Supporting Information -SI). The Wannier bands are plotted on top of the DFT ones. The almost perfect superposition of the two warrants the fact that MLWFs can be used to describe the conducting h and e's, which after an ultrafast thermalization process lie at the band edges. As expected, the VB MLWF orbital is mostly localized on the halide Br, and it retains the p-character. On the contrary, the CB MLWF orbital originates from the p-orbital of Pb.
The phonon density of states (DOS) computed at the primitive cell Γ point is depicted in Figure 2 . Here, the colors encode the projection of the phonon eigenvector onto the two sublattices of the system, namely the PbBr 3 octahedral cage and the A lattice. For the hybrid compound, MAPbBr 3 , we notice three regiones. All the vibrations below 50 cm −1 are related to rotations of the inorganic octahedra, those in the range 50-100 cm −1 involve both subsystems, while for frequencies ν > 100 cm −1 there are only intra-molecular vibrations.
The behavior of the Cs-containing compound is similar, although two main differences are notable. Firstly, the presence of Cs makes the low-lying part of the spectrum less dispersive than in the case of MA. Secondly, owing to the larger volume occupied by Cs, the vibrations of a sublattice perturb the other, therefore the projected spectrum is more evenly distributed between the two parts, namely most of the modes are mixed in nature (a full list of the vibrations eigenvectors and frequencies can be found in the SI),
In order to obtain the charge-phonon coupling coefficients g Having derived from first principles the complete set of parameters needed by Eq. 1, we can now compute the charge carrier mobility through Eq. 2. In order to guarantee numerical stability, we sum only over those states for which ε mn > 10 meV. Our results are shown in Figure 4 . For each compound we calculate both the h and the e mobility µ along the three directions of the unit cell vectors. From the figure one can note a clear difference between the inorganic and hybrid perovskite, which is related to the presence of the molecule. Since CsPbBr 3 is centrosymmetric, there is no variation in the mobility along the three directions in space. In contrast, the strain induced by MA to the crystal introduces variations in the PbBr bond lengths, reflecting in direction-dependent mobilities. Note, however, that this result reflects the fact that our unit cell is the primitive one, so that configurations where different molecules point into different directions cannot be represented. In real samples the rotational timescale of the molecules is fast and at any given time one deals with crystals where the molecules have an average random orientation. This means that the actual mobility of MAPbBr 3 is also isotropic and it will be an average of our calculated direction-dependent mobilities. Note also that, even though we compute the mobilities in a temperature range down to 10 K, our calculations are valid only up to about 250 K, below which the materials undergo a structural phase transition from the cubic phase studied here to a tetragonal one.
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The calculated room temperature magnitudes of µ are summarized in Table 1 and match the experimental data for pure crystals, in particular in the case of h transport. We keep in mind that our calculations provide an upper estimate of µ, since we are solely considering the phonon contribution to the scattering. In general, our results suggest a trend where µ e > µ h . This could not be anticipated by simply looking at the e and h effective masses, since they are comparable. A possible reason is related to the spatial configuration of the MLWFs. While the e-MLWFs are localized around Pb, the h-MLWFs display a significant projection both on Pb and Br. By inspecting the phonon eigenvectors (included in the SI),
we notice that in all cases they introduce a substantial variation of the Pb-Br bond length.
Hence, it is expected that the e's are less perturbed by phonon disorder than h's, resulting in less scattering and higher mobility. Nevertheless, we remind that the picture that we provide is that of a frozen atomic configuration. At room temperature, due to configurational disorder, the most realistic picture is given by a spatial average of the mobility over the three cartesian directions, which would return a less pronounced difference between h and e. We expect that this result remains valid also when considering spin-orbit coupling, which is neglected here due to technical reasons. In fact the spin-orbit interaction does not induce any drastic change in the effective masses, 15 and it does not alter the orbital nature of either the conduction or the valence band. The most remarkable feature of our results is the T −3/2 power-law dependence of µ(T ) in the region at around 300 K. This is in full agreement with experiments, and provides a fully ab initio validation of the polaronic picture of charge transport in hybrid perovskites. We remind once again that our computational workflow does not make any assumption on the transport regime and on its T dependence, or take any parameters from experiments.
Previously, the electron mobility has been studied by means of deformation potential theory (DPT). 26, 27 Here we briefly point out the differences with the polaron method used in this work. The main assumption of DPT is that electron/hole scattering is only limited by scattering to long-wavelength acoustic phonons. As such, no information about the effect of all the crystal phonon modes is considered. Our work shows that a considerable electron-phonon interaction is present for many (low-energy) modes, which are included explicitly in the polaron model. Furthermore, deformation potential theory accounts only for a shift of the band edge, which results from the crystal deformation. On the contrary, by considering a Hamiltonian based on the crystal's MLWFs, our polaron model is devoid of such a restriction and it includes the phonon perturbation of the entire valence/conduction bands. Our calculated mobility is within the same range of those obtained with DPT, 26 with the difference that the T −3/2 temperature dependence is an output of the calculation and not an assumption of the model.
In conclusion we have presented a fully ab initio analysis of the hole and electron mobility of inorganic and hybrid lead bromide perovskites. This is based on density functional theory electronic structures, maximally localized Wannier functions and a linear response evaluation of the temperature-dependent mobility. Our results return a picture where the room temperature hole mobilities are in the 40-180 cm 2 V −1 s −1 range, which is well within the experimental window for high-purity crystals. The electron one is significantly higher mostly because the phonons are less active on the Pb 6p orbitals. Importantly, we find a clear T −3/2 temperature dependence, which points to the polaronic nature of the charge transport in these materials. 
